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Sand Lake in 1867
What did our lake look like at the time of Confederation, 150
years ago? The Rideau Canal in that period was a busy
commercial waterway. If you were sitting on your porch looking
out at the lake, steam tugs, pulling four or more large (102 feet
long by 21 feet wide) barges would have been a common sight.
Many of these tugs and barges were locally built at shipyards
such as Bedford Mills. There was even a boat builder on Sand
Lake, Chester Stewart, who, in the 1860s, was building barges
(location uncertain).
These steam tugs were fueled by wood. Wood was also the
primary source of heat in places such as Kingston. Freed Island
(just off Birch Island) used to be known as Cordwood Island since
it was a spot where wood for steam tugs, and for firewood, was
stacked. The forests around the lake would have been, for the
most part, gone or into second growth. Trees were cut down for
merchantable timber, for the clearing of farmland (including on
islands on our lake such as Birch Island) and for firewood. For
example, in 1869 there was a fatal accident at Jones Falls when a
lockgate sill failed. Two of the large barges crashed through the
gates of the lower locks, killing two men. Each of those barges
was loaded with 45 cords of firewood destined for Kingston.
Boats with passengers were rarer, less than 2,000 passengers
transiting the Rideau in 1867. In the early years, thousands of
immigrants, most in barges being pulled by steam boats, travelled
through Sand Lake on their way to Kingston and from there to

Steam tug, Colonel By, towing a barge. This is not one of the
larger barges, but it gives an idea of what they looked like
(imagine another 3 or 4 barges in a tow line). The Colonel By
was built in 1882 and sported a 9 hp steam engine.

Notice of Annual
General Meeting
Date: Sunday, July 2, 2017
Time: 10:30 a.m.
Place: Elgin Municipal Complex (beside the
Post Office). Chairs will be provided.
Bring: your annual dues ($100)
Any and all donations of refreshments (juice/water)
or edibles (cookies/muffins) will be graciously
accepted. Please call Peter O’Neill 613-291-4660
or email: Oneillinottawa@teksavvy.com, no later
than June 30.

other parts of Upper Canada. But, in the late 1840s,
when the first locks on the St. Lawrence opened, much
of the passenger traffic shifted to using that route.
Passenger traffic would see a revival on the Rideau
with the “Palace Steamers” of the late 1800s, but in
1867 most of the traffic would have been barges with
bulk goods. The canal was open 24 hours a day, at
night you would have seen lit navigation lights at the
lockstations.
The lake was at the same level it is today, raised to
8 feet higher than its pre-canal level when the Great
Stone Arch Dam at Jones Falls was completed in late
1831. But it was in that time that the cutting down of
forests took a toll on the water management of the
canal. Forests retain moisture and let it out slowly, so
that supply of water to the Rideau remained active
through the summer in the early years of the Rideau.
But with the cutting down of forests, runoff was much
faster and by the 1860s, water levels in the summer
were dropping below navigation level in some spots.
Reservoir lakes in the upper parts of the watershed
were now needed, the first of those was dammed by
the government in 1866 (Eagle Lake).

Comments about the newsletter can be directed to the editor, Ken Watson, at rideauken@gmail.com
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In 1867, with Confederation and the British-North
America Act, the administration of the Rideau Canal
changed. The canal, which had been handed over by the
British to the provincial government in 1856, now became
a federal waterway and the lock staff became federal civil
servants. The staff didn’t change, the Lockmaster at Davis
Lock in 1867 was John Johnson. He replaced the first
lockmaster, John Purcell, in 1857. At Jones Falls, the
original (1832) Lockmaster, Peter Sweeney, was still
serving there – he wouldn’t retire until 1871. Lockmasters
and lock staff were living at both sites, there used to be
staff houses to the west side of Davis Lock (on the hill
behind the lock – see c.1880 photo on page 4).
Fishing would have been popular with the lock staff
when they were off duty. Local settlers also fished the
lake, often at night with torches, spearing the fish that

were attracted to the light.
It’s not known (by your author) when cottaging as
we know it today first started on Sand Lake. In the
general region, cottaging/summer homes started early
on Opinicon Lake in the area of Davis Lock (since there
was road access to the lock). Road access via Sand Lake
Road, built in 1827 as a haul road for the stones from the
Elgin quarry (Halladay’s Quarry) to Jones Falls, led to
early development on the east side of our lake. But it
likely wasn’t until the later 1800s (1880s/90s) that
cottaging as we know it today started on Sand Lake.
These were located on the east side of the lake, at
locations such as Olivers Point, Powells Bay and Meyers
Bay. The earliest detailed map of our lake dates to 1926
and it shows a number of cottages in that area.
In other parts of the Rideau, industrial uses in the

Sand Lake in 1861-62. A very inaccurate representation of our lake, but it shows the settlement surrounding our lake
and some of the early roads (from Walling’s County Atlas, 1861-62).
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form of sawmills, grist mills and carding mills were
causing problems as they dumped their refuse into the
canal. There were many reports of severe problems with
sawdust clogging up the channel and locks in spots such
as Kingston Mills, Smiths Falls, Merrickville and Ottawa.
But that wasn’t a problem on Sand Lake – the original
sawmill at Davis Lock was removed during the
construction of the lock (that sawmill was located at the
base of the hill below the present day lockmaster’s house).
There was a later mill on the lake, in Powells Bay (shown
on the 1926 map) – likely a steam operated sawmill – it
would have been built after 1867.

In the general region, the population of South
Crosby in 1871 was 1,805 people (not that far off the
1996 population of 1,910 people), including 250 farmers
and farm labourers. Original log houses were giving
way to more elaborate stone and framed houses. The
first settler in the area of Elgin, Ebenezer Halladay,
who bought the land from his brother in 1818 and
started clearing it for farming, built a stone house in
1844, the earliest such building in the township. It’s
still there, on Kingston Street, although the stone has
been covered with stucco. The Village of Elgin
received its name in 1850 (named after the eighth Earl

Sand Lake in 1926
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of Elgin, James Bruce, Governor General of Canada from
1847 to 1854) and was a thriving community with a
population of about 120 in 1867.
That’s the lake 150 years ago. What will it look like
150 years from now? Something to think about as we
make efforts to ensure good water quality and
responsible development.
- Ken Watson

SAND LAKE ESTATES
Our 2016 AGM was held on Sunday, July 3, at the
Elgin Community Hall (see that attached minutes for
full details). Several reports were presented including
finances and road maintenance. John Ziegler
announced he was retiring from the role as road
superintendent and was thanked for his many years of
excellent volunteer service to Sand Lake Estates.
A by-law change to allow for non-owners to serve on
the board was proposed and passed. Previously only an
owner of property adjacent to SLEI land could serve on
the board, this change allows a designate (which is
provided by our current by-laws) to serve on the board.
The current (2016/17) Executive is:
President: Peter O’Neill
Vice-President: Mike Miles
Treasurer: Jennifer Quong
Secretary: Phoebe Wright

Davis Lock in the 1880s. You can see the lock staff houses on
the hill behind the lock (the roofs of a couple of buildings).

SPRING FLOODING
The beginning of May was wet – record setting wet. In
the first few days of May, the Kingston and Kemptville
weather stations (the stations closest to us) each recorded
over 130 mm of rain (+5 inches). This led to the flooding
of our entire region, including Sand Lake. Our lake rose
over a foot (0.4 m) higher than the normal water level. It
peaked at 116.41 metres above sea level (MASL), which
exceeded the spring 2014 flooding levels. The normal
summer level of our lake is 116.0 MASL. If you happened
to wander by Davis Lock or Jones Falls at the time you’d
have seen that they were letting the water out as fast as
the weirs would allow – there was just too much water
coming into the system.
A couple of floating docks wandered off during the
flood, at least one not in a direction one would have
thought (not “downstream”). It’s a reminder that it is a
good idea to put your name and address on anything near
the water that can float away.
The flooding caused a delay of a week in the opening
of the Rideau Canal as they worked to lower the water
levels. It’s now all good for our lake and the rest of the
Rideau Canal although Lake Ontario continues to be well
above normal - it peaked at an historic high of 75.86 MASL
and will take much more time to get back to normal levels.
Summer 2017

Directors at large are: David Alderdice, Reid Barter
and Bill Touzel. Our Lake Steward and Newsletter
Editor is Ken Watson. Our Managed Forest Manager is
Mike Miles. Our Road Superintendent is Peter O’Neill.

Dues
2017 dues are $100 and can be paid at the AGM, online, or by mailing your cheque and annual dues form to
Sand Lake Estates, RR1, Elgin, ON K0G 1E0.
To pay your dues using a credit card use the PayPal
link on our website at www.sandlakeestates.ca
For questions about your dues contact Peter O’Neill
at 613-291-4660 or Oneillinottawa@teksavvy.com

2017 AGM
A reminder that our 2017 AGM is on Sunday, July 2
at 10:30 am. It will be held in the Elgin Municipal
Complex, chairs will be provided. The AGM is the best
venue to chat with the directors and ask any questions
you might have about our association.

Minutes
The draft minutes of our 2016 AGM and the minutes
of the September 2016 and June 2017 Executive meetings
have been included in our email-out to members.
EMERGENCY CONTACT SHEET
We’ve included a Word file where you can fill out
your 911 emergency location info. Post it so that guests
at your cottage have that info if they need to phone 911.
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2016 FINANCIAL REPORT
Income
Dues*
Road Grant
Bank Charges
Total

4,760.80
872.00
-10.00
5,629.50

Expenses
Taxes
Hall Rental
Insurance
Website
Roads
Signage**
FOCA & OWA
Chipper Rental
Total

762.33
70.00
1,459.08
16.94
2,684.04
407.03
318.00
318.61
6,036.03

Reconciliation
1 January 2016 - Opening Balance
5,681.54
31 December 2016 - Closing Balance 5,275.01
Opening Balance 5,681.54
Add Deposits
5,629.50
11,311.04
Minus Expenses (6,036.03)
Final Balance
$5,275.01

ROAD MAINTENANCE
Almost half of your annual dues is used for the
summer maintenance of SLEI roads. Our volunteer Road
Superintendent is Peter O’Neill who does a wonderful job
- thanks Peter! This year, he is saving us lots of money by
using his own tractor, with help from Bob Haapala, to fill
potholes and grade the road (we only pay Peter’s fuel
costs). So thanks again!!
One request is that it will greatly help Peter with the
road maintenance if each property owner rakes or blows
back the leaf litter that is on the edges of SLEI roads.
This will allow for more efficient tractor grading.

Winter Ploughing
Sand Lake Estates does not do (or pay for) any winter
maintenance/clearing of the roads. Private individuals are
paying for all winter sanding and ploughing. Winter
ploughing costs are shared on a volunteer basis. Contact
John Ziegler for Pine Ridge/Eden roads or Bob Haapala for
Walnut Point Road if you would like to contribute to the
ploughing of the main access roads.
Those wishing to have their driveways ploughed
should contact our contractor, Terry French, of French’s
Trucking, directly at: 613-272-2465.

* Dues are not a round number due to PayPal & foreign
currency charges.
** An overpayment of $135.60 was made for signage
(this amount was recovered in 2017).
BMO Term Investment
(contingency fund)

$4,371.91

VOLUNTEER DAY (AUG 12)
Last year’s road clean-up day worked very well and
we want to do it again for 2017. This year it will be on
Saturday, August 12. Mark that date on your calendar.
We need two “organizer volunteers,” someone to
organize the road clean-up part, which will start at 10 am
that day, and someone to organize a pot-luck BBQ, to be
held at Davis Lock at noontime.
One of the tasks for that morning will be to clear the
leaf litter away from the sides of the road. As noted
under Road Maintenance, you are encouraged to do this
anytime on the portion of SLEI road running in front of
your property. We’ll clean up the rest on the 12th.
To volunteer or for more info contact Peter O’Neill at
613-291-4660 or Oneillinottawa@teksavvy.com
Summer 2017

OUR LOONS
There are a number of artificial loon nesting platforms
on Sand Lake. We ask that you and your guests avoid
approaching any of these during nesting season, earlyMay to mid-June. This can disrupt the nesting loon,
sometimes to the point of nest abandonment.
We also ask boaters to please be aware of the small loon
chicks, especially during July and August. Also please
make all visitors and renters aware of the fact that loon
chicks are in the area and that they are very vulnerable to
being run over by a boat or PWC. They are hard to spot in
the water and too young to be able to avoid boats. It is up
to you to avoid them.
The loons in Ransier Bay nested early, on May 4 and
hatched one chick on June 1. As of this writing that chick
was still doing well (photo above taken on June 3, 2017).
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GARBAGE PICKUP
Garbage pickup for our roads (Walnut Point, Pine Ridge and
Eden) is on MONDAY (or Tuesday if Monday is a holiday) - summer
and winter! From Victoria Day to Thanksgiving the Monday pickup is
at the end of your driveway (NOT at the end of the main roads) and
from Thanksgiving to Victoria Day it is a Monday pickup at the ends of
Walnut Point Road and Pine Ridge Road.
We had an issue this spring where a bag of unattended garbage
was place beside the garbage box (which is a private box) at the end
of Walnut Point Road on a Wednesday. Outside of the fact that this
garbage would not have been picked up until the following Monday, it
was in a bag (not a container) and unattended. Animals got into it
End of Walnut Point Road – April 26, 2017
and made a huge mess (see photo). Thanks to Pat Watson for
cleaning it up.
If you’re travelling to and from the cottage the best solution is to take your garbage home with you.
It is your responsibility to clean up any spills of your garbage in a timely manner. To ensure that spills don’t
happen in the first place, regular garbage should be placed in a “critter proof” container. Please note that
containers you’ll see along our roads are private. Organic material should be composted.
The recycling schedule of paper/cardboard/boxboard recycling one week and plastic and metal recycling the
next week, continues in 2017. You find the schedule on each page of your Township calendar. Calendars are
available at the Post Office in Elgin.
Garbage must be placed in a clear bag and have a Township bag tag attached. A bag without a valid bag tag
will not be picked up. Tags can be purchased at Gordanier Grocery in Elgin. Recycling is free and must be in a clear
blue bag. Fibres and paper may be bundled but must be tightly tied (or it won’t be picked up). There is a limit of 2
bags of garbage and 5 bags of recycling per week and each bag must weigh less than 40 pounds.
Details about the Township’s waste collection policy, including a full list of how to sort your recyclables, can
be found on the Township website at: www.twprideaulakes.on.ca
Please ensure that all users of your cottage (i.e. guests or renters) are aware of the rules.
WATER QUALITY
Your association’s Lake Steward, Ken Watson, participates in the Ontario Ministry of the Environment’s Lake Partner
Program. This involves taking weekly water clarity readings using a secchi disk, taking weekly water temperature
readings and taking six water samples a year that are measured for phosphorus content.
In 2016, the average secchi water clarity reading was 5.6 metres, up from 4.9 m in 2015. The average phosphorus
content of our lake (6 samples) in 2016 was 11.7 ug/L, down
from 13.7 ug/L the year before (lower is better).
We seem to be levelling out at pretty good quality. The
recent downward trend was due to the decline in zebra
mussel populations – but that seems to have stabilized.
Overall clarity and phosphorus content remain very good
for a lake of our type (Mesotrophic, moderately enriched
with nutrients).

ICE IN - ICE OUT
Sand Lake froze over on December 18, 2016. The ice
was gone from the lake on April 6, 2017.

Summer 2017
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BOATING INFORMATION













Everyone who operates a powered pleasure boat must
have a Pleasure Craft Operator’s
Card.
No one under the age of 16 may
operate a personal water craft
(PWC).
No one under the age of 12, and
not directly supervised by a
person 16 years of age or older,
may operate a vessel with more
than a 10 HP engine.
No one between the age of 12 and 16, and not directly
supervised by a person 16 years of age or older, may
operate a vessel with more than a 40 HP engine.
Make sure you have all safety equipment required for
your boat, which includes items such as a buoyant
heaving line, a watertight flashlight (with batteries
loaded) and a manual sound-signaling device. `
A personal flotation device of appropriate size must be
available for each person on board (i.e. if you have
children in a boat, you must have child-size PFDs.)
For most boats (including canoes/kayaks), consuming
alcohol on board is against the law. And, just like a car,
you have to be sober to operate a boat.
If you are a tow boat for a water-skier, tuber, etc., you
must have at least 2 people and 3 seats in the boat.
There must be a driver, an observer and a spare seat
for each person being towed.
While refueling, all occupants of the boat must be
ashore, all engines must be off, all open flames must
be extinguished. Portable fuel tanks must be filled
ashore.
FREE LOCKAGE

For 2017, in celebration of Canada’s 150th birthday,
lockage is FREE on the Rideau Canal. You can order
your free season’s pass on-line (see the Parks Canada
website- www.pc.gc.ca/en/lhn-nhs/on/rideau) or you can
pick one up at Davis Lock. All other fees (i.e. mooring or
camping) still apply.
If you haven’t been through a lock in a while this is
the year to do it – take along some friends.

SEPTIC SYSTEMS
This is your yearly reminder to take
stock of your septic system - is it working
as it should? Have you had it pumped
out recently?
An improperly working septic system
will allow the release of harmful bacteria
such as E. coli (fecal bacteria) into our
lake. It can even contaminate
groundwater (i.e. your well or your
neighbour’s well).
Follow these six steps to keep a healthy system:
Step 1 – Do have your septic tank pumped out every
three years
Step 2 – Don't overload your septic system with
water
Step 3 – Don't give your septic system indigestion
Step 4 – Don't drive or park cars or heavy machinery
on the septic bed
Step 5 – Don't plant trees or shrubs on or near the
septic bed
Step 6 – Do let your system grow with the family and
usage – know its capacity
Does your septic tank need to be pumped out this
year?
If you didn't know you had a septic system,
If it hasn’t been pumped out in the last 3 years,
If you can’t remember when it was last pumped out,
then you should have it pumped this year.
Two local contractors who do this work are Bryan’s
Septic Service in Westport (613-273-3078) and Hogan’s
Septic Service of Seeleys Bay (613-387-3432 or 1-800395-1375).
RENTER’S GUIDE
Mike Miles has been working on a renter’s guide;
guidance for SLEI members renting their properties. It
will be posted on our website as soon as it is completed:
www.sandlakeestates.ca

COMING EVENTS
For more details on events see: www.twprideaulakes.on.ca/rec-events.html
July 1
July 1 - 2
July 2
July 7-9
July 27-30
August 5
Summer 2017

Canada Day Fireworks – from 10 to 11 pm on Big Rideau Lake near Portland (good viewing from
Hanna Park in Portland)
Rideau Lakes Garden and Studio Tour (look for brochures in Elgin)
Sand Lake Estates AGM – 10:30 a.m. at the Elgin Municipal Complex
Elgin Days – includes a BBQ and a parade
Delta Fair
Annual Craft Market at Chaffeys Lock – 8 am to 4 pm.
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BASS FISHING
A reminder to all that the bass fishing season does not
start until the third Saturday of June (June 17).
The problem with pre-season poaching of bass is that if
the bass are pulled off their nests, other predatory fish
(sunfish, etc.) will swoop in and eat the bass eggs or fry.
This means that even catch and release fishing is damaging
to bass stocks.
It is illegal to fish for or take bass before the third
Saturday in June or after December 15th.
This means that it is against the law to do any type of
fishing which potentially targets bass such as casting in
areas that are less than 1.8 m (6 ft) in depth, using bass lures
or using live bait. This includes catch-and-release.
If you see a poacher, report the license number of the
boat to MNR at 1-877-TIPS-MNR (1-800-847-7667).

Bright spots that you can see underwater in shallow
areas of our lake are bass “nests.” Once the water
temperature is high enough (about 18°C/65°F) the
female will lay her eggs and the male will continue to
guard the nest until they hatch.

BE TICK AWARE!
Our 2013 newsletter carried an article about the dangers of ticks and Lyme disease. This danger is growing with the
increase in the blacklegged tick (aka deer tick) population in our region. If you’ve got a dog, you’re well aware of ticks
(and likely have some expertise in properly removing them). There are some basic rules to follow:
Prevention – the best defense is to avoid getting a tick on you. Ticks generally hang out in long grasses and plants
(such as we have on most of our properties and the sides of our roads). Covering
up (long pants, socks, long sleeves) generally works, but is often not practical in
summer. Mosquito repellent containing Icaridin or DEET works against ticks –
apply it to any exposed area of skin that a tick might latch onto. For more
information see:
www.cps.ca/documents/position/preventing-mosquito-and-tick-bites
Removal – you should do a tick check every day. They can be very small, but
look for something that shouldn’t be there (they can look like a small seed). They
prefer a warm spot – neck, armpit or groin area. The good news is that it takes a
tick carrying Lyme disease 24 to 48 hours to transmit that to the host – so you can
avoid the problem by removing the tick early. The trick is to very gently pull or pry the tick away from the skin, taking
care not to leave the head lodged in the skin. Gentle but firm pulling will force the tick to let go. Then swab the affected
area with rubbing alcohol to remove any tick-borne bacteria and apply a topical antibiotic (i.e. Polysporin) to prevent
possible infection.
Lyme Disease – this can be a debilitating disease for humans and may be hard to detect, although it is easy to treat
with antibiotics if caught early. The symptoms vary and may include fever, headache, fatigue, depression, and a
characteristic circular skin rash. The rash is a clear give-away – a bulls-eye pattern rash that can appear from a few days
to a month after the initial bite. BUT not everyone develops the rash (about 80% do but 20% don’t).
If In Doubt – if you have a tick that appears to have been on you for more than a few hours then save it once
removed (for later identification of type). Unfortunately our nearest health centre, Country Roads Community Health
Centre in Portland, does not do tick identifications. However they will do tick removals and if they believe that you’ve
been exposed to Lyme disease, they can initiate a test. You’ll be best off in the long run dealing with your own family
physician.
Dog Owners – there are new tick prevention meds now available. Ask your vet about your dog’s best options.
More Information: the internet of course has tons of information, best to check with official health provider websites.
A good place to start is : www.healthunit.org/hazards/documents/lyme.htm
Summer 2017
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LOCAL INTEREST
There are several spots that offer local food products. The largest
by far is Wendy’s Country Market which offers a very wide range of
locally grown/raised products—everything from meat to vegetables.
They are located at 408 Fortune Line Road which is near Briar Hill,
close to Morton. If you’ve never been there before, they are well
worth a visit. See: www.wendyscountrymarket.com
Another spot is the Old Stone Mill in Delta
which offers its own stone ground Red Fife
flour. Red Fife is an Ontario heritage
wheat, the wheat ground in the mill is
locally organically grown, the miller is
also the farmer who grows the wheat
(Ironwood Organics). New at the mill
this year is a beautiful little heritage
cookbook with bread making tips and
many recipes that use the Old Stone Mill flour. Check out the mill
when they are doing a milling demonstration.
See: www.deltamill.org

Wendy’s Country Market (image from TripAdvisor)

Old Stone Mill in Delta (photo by Ken Watson)

As many of you might know, the old Opinicon Resort at Chaffeys Lock was sold in 2015 to Fiona McKean and
Tobi Lütke (Founder & CEO of Shopify). Fiona is the driving force behind the rehabilitation of the Opinicon, a
tremendous amount of work has been done since she’s taken over. The initial focus was to get the restaurant back into
operation, which was done in 2015. Since then it’s been work on the entire property.
Since the Opinicon is not a designated heritage structure, Fiona has had the latitude to do what needs to be done to
properly restore the property. When she bought the Opinicon, she had big restorations plans but then reality got in
the way. When asked about whether there were any surprises, Fiona said “the whole thing has been a surprise.” The
many surprises included the fact that the interior accommodations in the Opinicon couldn’t be saved, there was no
way to bring those up to code. Many of the trees on the property were diseased and in rough shape and had to be
taken down. The door on each cabin was unique, shaped and planed over the years to fit out of kilter openings. New
strict environmental regulations meant the dock area
couldn’t be dredged to re-open it to larger boat
docking. And the list of challenges goes on.

Opinicon, then called Idylwild, in 1902

Now in 2017 the cabins have all been restored, the
diseased trees removed and new ones planted, a
meeting/lounge room has been established on the
second floor of the main building, and there is a
restaurant and a pub (the Opinicon didn’t previously
have a liquor license – so this is new) in the main
building plus a separate ice cream parlour that will
also do light meals.
Plans for the future are to build a 20 unit building at
the back of the property. This will restore the internal
accommodation capacity of the Opinicon, but in a
different building that can be built to code.

The Opinicon Resort Today
Summer 2017

So check it out this summer. Please note that it is
always busy so be sure to make a reservation first.
See: www.opinicon.com
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